March 25
Hello families,
This season of isolation provides a unique opportunity for us as families
to spend a lot more time together without being quite so busy.
I want to share a few ideas with you to help you enjoy some of that
time together picking up on the themes we’ve been talking about at
Kids Time. We have been talking about Living Like a Spiritual ACE , in
Christ we are Accepted, Connected, and Equipped. All of us, no matter
our age, are part of the body of Christ, created in God’s image, and able
to bless others.
Today’s suggestions will all pick up on the idea of being Accepted. Next
week will be about Connected, and the week after will focus on
Equipped.
May God bless your time at home as a Family.

Grab a pair of dice. One person chooses a number between 1-6 and starts with the
dice. Open a stopwatch on your phone and hit start. Take turns rolling until everyone
has rolled doubles of the accepted number. Stop the timer. How long did it take? See
if you can beat your time.

Craft
Make some glasses to help you see yourself the way God does. Use the template or
design your own glasses to cut out from paper or better yet cardstock or cardboard.
Decorate them to give them your own style. Cover the lenses with clear plastic from
some packaging. Once the clear plastic is in place, write something on the lens like
accepted or loved or even just a big check mark. Put on your glasses and look in the
mirror to see yourself the way God sees you. (Write on the inside of the lens, so that
it reflects the right way around.)

Activity
We’ve been looking at the life of the Apostle Paul as an example of what living like a Spiritual
ACE looks like. Paul wasn’t concerned about how other people looked at him, because he
knew how God looked at him and accepted him. He went to unbelievable lengths to bring the
Good News of life in Christ to the world.
Take some post-it notes and draw crosses on them and deliver that good news to the far
reaches of your residence. The goal is for the kids to put a post-it note on every door. Parents
can either make obstacle courses to make it more difficult or turn it into a tag game like

reverse capture the flag.
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Accepted

Powerful God, thank you that because I am your child,
I am Accepted, Connected, and Equipped. Please help me to be a blessing.

Game

